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abandonment of the traditional belief that the kingdom was
over-populated—after the Civil War it was held that the
increase of population failed to keep pace with the expansion
of trade and industry. The fact that enclosures were no
longer attacked on the ground of unemployment indicates
that manufactures were absorbing many more hands. The
diversion of the national energies into industrial channels
was made possible by technical improvements in agriculture :
the export of grain after the Restoration and the substitu-
tion of wheat for rye imply that corn production was
adequate to meet the demands of a growing population and
a rising standard of life. Thus England in the Age of
Mercantilism was a busy hive of industry, in which special-
ization was pursued in a marked degree to serve a wide
range of markets with varying tastes and fashions. Her
mature status is evinced in the testimony of a correspondent
who wrote in 1672: " The English through all the world
are counted the most ingenious in all manner of manu-
factures as cloth, serge, woollen stockings, silk stockings,
both woven and knitted, ... all sort of leather, scarlet
cloth, gloves, watches, knives, etc." Long before the
' Industrial Revolution' the reputation of her wares had
made England a workshop of the world.
The Royal The manifold developments, which We have related, bear
^tness to the fertile activities of the entrepreneur. They
were born of the restless spirit of the age—but inasmuch as
the motive spring of human progress is intellectual curiosity,
they had their counterpart in the domain of scientific inquiry,
namely, in the foundation of the Royal Society. This body
in its beginnings had close associations with the economic
movements of the day. It was formed by a group of thinkers
" who had begun a free way of reasoning " and about the
year 1645 commenced to hold meetings to investigate the
* new and experimental philosophy' \ Its first historian,
Thomas Sprat the eloquent bishop of Rochester, described
in 1667 how " the late times of Civil War and confusion, to
make recompense for their infinite calamities, brought this
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